
Turbo Carbon empowers 
businesses to measure and manage 
their carbon emissions. 
Carbon reporting is increasingly a must do. Whether 
your company needs to comply with mandatory 
reporting, submit carbon data to customers, or 
measure progress against your own carbon goals, 
reporting provides many benefits for your business, 
including: 

• Reduced risk of non-compliance

• Preferred vendor status with your customers

• More control over your carbon reduction
strategy

UL’s carbon reporting software is easy to use, 
multilingual and globally available. It makes carbon 
reporting efficient and cost effective across all kinds 
of business.  

Having provided sustainability reporting services to 
customers for more than a decade, UL understands 
the challenges required to deliver comprehensive, 
accurate CO2 reporting. 

This understanding is embedded into UL’s carbon 
reporting software tool, making it a one-stop digital 
resource for carbon reporting. Key features include: 

• In-tool training

• Guided data collection

• Automated CO2 calculation

• On-demand, UL-issued CO2 report

• Add-on services

UL’s Turbo Carbon software empowers your 
business with the capabilities to provide critical 
carbon emissions data and generate detailed reports 
for a range of audiences and submission 
requirements. 

WWW.TURBO.UL.COM 

UL’s Turbo Carbon™ software 
simplifies carbon emissions reporting. 

SIMPLE, FAST, AFFORDABLE 



Big benefits to businesses 
UL understand the growing need for companies to access cost effective, efficient sustainability data and 
reporting. UL’s Turbo Carbon software makes reporting accessible, easy, and cost effective.   

• Comply with carbon reporting requirements and gain access to numerous secondary advantages such
as preferable financing from investors that require sustainability data as part of their evaluation.

• Achieve possible preferred vendor status from buyers seeking to purchase products from businesses
that have demonstrated their commitment to sustainability.

In a world where consumers are more aware and active than ever, businesses that demonstrate care and 
control over their carbon footprint can protect public acceptance and brand equity among consumers who 
are looking to address the climate crisis through responsible consumption.  

Get started
 An online tool for reporting Scope 1 & 2 emissions
 Simple, fast, affordable
 Multi-language / Multi-facility
 Automated calculations
 UL issued CO2 report
 Enterprise business see your scope 3 emissions
 Less time on admin, more time for action
 SGD 13 – Climate Action
 Start reporting

Explore the benefits for your business. 

Learn more by contacting us at carbon@ul.com 

Visit www.turbo.ul.com 
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